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EDITORIAL  
F estivals are a people's sign of identity. The study of popular festivals is one of the best ways of getting to know the symbolic world of each culture. Festivals reveal the different perceptions of life and death, 
of the passage of time, of the sacred and the profane, of violence and love. Those festivals that are exclusive 
to one particular culture offer an accurate indication of the original aspects of each cultural identity. 
Those festivals that are common to various peoples reveal past and present links between cultures. For al1 
these reasons, each people's festivals 
like works of art and like the other signs 
lan culture have a remarkable festive he- 
have gradually enriched a tradition 
romanization and which, as in other Me- 
marked by Christianity. There are festi- 
form part of the collective heritage, iust 
of group identity. The countries of Cata- 
ritage. The different stages of history 
whose roots go back before the period of 
diterranean countries, has been strongly 
vals that are characteristic of each of the 
regions of Catalonia, and there are also festivals that are common to al1 of them. At the same time, there are 
links to be found with the festivals of those Mediterranean countries closest to us. Catalonia is presenting a 
few examples of the Catalan festive heritage, though we know quite well that the use of words and 
photographs is not enough to present events in which music, dance, the communication of feelings, and group 
awareness play such an important part. We hope our selection of festivals described in writing and pictures 
will arouse a wish to take part, when possible, in the ioy and enthusiasm of the festivals of Catalonia. 
In the last few years, a growing number of men and women of al1 ages have been taking part in popular 
festivals. With the arrival of democratic freedom, the symbolic heritage of the Catalan nation has been 
gradually recovered and her festivals have become important points of reference in the Catalan collective 
identity. Young people's participation in festivals of contemporary music, with its transnational ritual and its 
emphasis on the use of the English lan- guage, has not lessened their deter- 
mined immersion in traditional Catalan celebrations. In fact, young people have 
put their own mark on many of these popular festivals, in the form of political 
demands stemming from their ideas on self-determination. Recently, many Non- 
Government Organizations have signed a declaration asking for industrial legis- 
lation to respect traditional Catalan fes- t ival~ and protesting at the uniformity im- 
posed by the Spanish state government's current legislation. We hope the recognition of the special nature of 
the festivals of Catalonia will be imposed as a criterion for iustice, freedom, culture and peace. 
We also hope that this introduction to the festivals of Catalonia will provide al1 our readers with a deep 
insight into the traditions and the spirit of the Catalan nation. 
